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The top scroll section adjusts the brightness of your screen and the section 

below enables you to choose the wall paper background on your home screen. 

Start by having a go at adjusting the brightness to your liking; just drag the 

small dot across with your finger. 
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If you press down on the wallpaper panel you are given the option to select a 

standard wallpaper or choose an image from the photo library through camera 

roll or imports. For now, to find the picture you would like for your wall 

paper... Select wallpaper, this takes you to a standard selection of pictures that 

come with the iPad... 
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You can then select whichever picture you like by simply tapping on the 

picture. 
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The image will fill the screen with a small menu bar at the top of the screen 
offering the following options
set lock screen, set home screen or set both.
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If you select set lock screen, this image will appear whenever the iPad is 

locked.

If you select set home screen the image will appear just as your home screen 

and if you select set both it will be the same picture for both.  

You can either select one for the locked screen and then return to select 

another picture for the home screen or just choose one for both.... 

Once you have selected one of these options you can then press the home 

button at the bottom of the screen to return to the home menu and you will 

see your background has been updated.  
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Browsing the Internet... 
There are two ways of connecting your I pad to the internet -one way is what 
we call wireless or WIFI- the other is by a sim card similar to what is in mobile 
phones.
To connect using the sim card-  go the home page and select the Settings icon 
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The following page will open- you then touch on the left hand side the section 

where it says Cellular Data or Mobile Data and then on the right hand side turn 

the Cellular Data or Mobile data to ON both will turn blue when activated. You 

can now go back to the home page to access the internet or emails
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To access the internet via Wireless or Wi-Fi follow the same steps as for the 

sim process but on the right hand side select Wi-Fi and Wi-Fi on the right hand 

side
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The Safari app, which is the fourth App along the bottom menu on your home 

screen is an internet browser.  If you select this App (as circled below) the 

screen shown underneath should appear. 
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If you tap on the blank bar under untitled a keypad will appear.... to enter a 

specific web address (URL) all you have to do is type it in. Try testing it out by 

typing www.apple.com.au
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The Australian apple® website should appear as below..... 

Alternatively you can use the Google search option which is this section on the 

right... when you tap this it will expand (see next page)... 
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You can then type in whatever you like into this Google box to begin an 

internet search...the iPad will give you an option menu with predicted Google 

suggestions for your search as soon as you begin typing... You can then just 

select the option you want if it appears. See below an example of searching for 

the abc news website...just abc was typed into the Google search box and then 

the news option in the list was selected to go directly to the Google search 

engine to show the search results for sites related to abc news.




